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FroinShelley Moses-Reed Shelley Moses-Reed@ oracle.com

ToCraig Tate craig.tate oracle.coni

CCjeff.henley@ oracle.com John Boucher phn.Boucher@ oracle.com sean.smith@oracLe.com
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References2OOO5 l11746.k4BHk88i003140@rgm.gw .us.orac1ecom

Craig Tate wrote

Jeff

dont know if you have had chance to look at this yet or not Since sent

this to you yesterday Haworth revised the date/time of their request for

meeting with their CEO to dinner on May 23

Regards

Craig

From Craig Tate

Sent Wednesday May 10 2006 1215 PM

To jeff.henley@oracle.com John Boucher

Cc sean.srnithoracle.com mike.schhmpen oracIe.com LindseyKathleen StederJames

chaluvadi.sridhar@oracte.com Tom Marth E-mail Shelley Moses-Reed

Subject FW Haworth response to Oracle proposal

Jeff

Haworths response in email trail below still not satisfied Sorry to burden

you with this especially this time of year but am genuinely concerned about

their defection to SAP and am going to do everything can think of to

prevent that from happening As quick reminder here are the demands they
have made and our responses

Reduce support to current level of consumption 320 licenses of the 2800

they own
Our response wW gave them this reduced their support this year from $l.lm
to $250k

Park the rest of the licenses and reinstate when they turn them back on

for no reinstatement or back support fees and at the current run rate 58%
discount vs our policy of reverting to list less 25% std discount
Our response We waived reinstatement fee but will charge them back support
for the updaterights portion of support 68% of total support We did agree
to maintain their current discount vs repricing back support It took me

attempts involving weeks of back and forth with support hqapp etc not to

mention yonr helpthanks to get the concession we did Still not good
enough in Haworths opinion Obviously this also represents big revrec issue

for those of us on the license side but am beyond being concerned about our

accountinglcompensaton at this point and just trying to do the right thing
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Haworth must reduce its maintenance obligations to its current level of

consumption

Haworths current maintenance obligations are not reflective of the value

it receives from the technology

Haworth must change the economic value equation in this relationship if

it is to continue

Haworth must be able to park and reinitiate its licensed assets with no

penalties or back maintenance

OR must have the ability to acquire new licenses in dollar neutral ways if

it is to abandon those investments

Haworth must have better value in its go-forward agreements before it is

willing to make additional licensing investments with Oracle

Haworth has provided deployment schedules for Order Management and

Manufacturing

Haworth has provided detailed deployment plans for new modules and

new functionality required

Haworth is not compelled to continue to invest under current price holds

for Applications and none for Technology

Haworth must improve the relationship with Oracle or none of the above

may matter

Haworth feels like it has been abandoned

Haworth feels like Oracle actions are not supportive of its words

Haworth has expressed deep concerns regarding Tar support Oracle

professional services etc

LI Haworth has thoroughly evaluated the competitive market and has very viable

alternative solutions that will greatly reduce the amount of ongoing investments

Haworth makes in Oracle from both an application and technology perspective

LI If Haworth cannot fully reconcile its four remaining outstanding issues it will act

in way that enables it to optimize these investments with or without Oracles

assistance

LI Oracle has been working on an answer for the last three weeks and has

missed every deadline that Haworth has set forth in order to keep its business

on schedule

Lii Haworth has had executive and IT leadership strategic planning sessions to

review global standards and now has real and viable alternatives Haworth is

further at point now where it needs to make those decisions that will affect

how Haworth makes those investments and with whom for the next 10 years

realize that this is rather strongly worded but it is my nature to bring such an agenda
forward in plain view Should Oracle wish to work with us and demonstrate

commitment to our success please feel free to contact me immediately

Ann Harten
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VP Global Information Systems

Haworth Inc

616-393-3369

www.haworth.com
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